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IT’S THE BRAIN, STUPID! OR IS IT THE STUPID BRAIN?
FOREWORD:
Why am I investing hundreds of hours
of research, paying editors thousands
of dollars to clean my Spanglish,
printing, mailing, typing with only two
fingers, and maintaining my website
thenewplantation.org at my glorious 81
years of age for? Because I am
altruistic, bored, generous?
Hell no! It's an investment! I’m a business man! Just think: legally there are
about 300+ million of us here in this Great Country. Of those there are about
20% (or ~60 million) that are residents of the NEW PLANTATION. NOTE:
before 2018 there were over 100 million (or 1/3). The other 1/3 are legal
dependents of the TAX paying citizens. Each resident of the New Plantation
gets about $40,000 in cash and benefits, plus free healthcare (free to them,
not to us taxpayers), drugs (all kinds), cell phones, and food stamps (debit
cards which are used for food, drugs, sex, and anything else that accepts the
debit card). These benefits equal an estimated $1.6 trillion dollars from the
government who gets it from ALL TAXPAYERS, including you (if you pay taxes)
and me (I DO). It’s pure arithmetic (not even mathematics):
“NUMBERS DON’T LIE (THEY ARE NOT POLITICIANS): $1.6 trillion
($1,600,000,000,000 of our taxes) divided by 60 million new plantation
residents is equal to around $26,000 each. Agree?... Conclusion: If I invest
$10,000 in helping ONE resident of the New Plantation escape and become a
taxpayer, my ROI (return on investment) would be an astonishing $160,000
($1.6 T divided by 100 million taxpayers)! If that were to happen, then I could
retire finally! Do you get my point?... It’s too bad that politicians don’t
understand that “10% of something is better than 100% of nothing.” And Mr.
Hussein Barack Obama and the DNC didn’t hire me, otherwise maybe
the~100 million unemployed during his 2 terms would be working and me
retiring.
Is that why the deplorable majority finally hired a business man?... Would we
ever, ever, hire another politician for President?
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MY DEFINITION OF THE BRAIN ~1955:
What’s a brain, teacher? This question was asked by one of my students
when I was in my first week of being a 1st grade teacher about 60+ years ago.
I had just graduated from teacher’s college in Mexico. That question haunted
me for the rest of my life. I did not have a clear answer, other than what I
had replied to my student, who obviously didn’t know what I was talking
about when I told him: “The brain is a bunch of neurons connected to each
other that are constantly passing and storing information.” I didn’t even
understand it myself but it got me out of trouble… or so I thought!

MY FATHER’S DEFINITION OF GOD:
When I was about 9 years old I had asked my father about life, death, God,
Satan, etc.! He waited until my initiation into manhood to give me his
opinion, which took place when I was 13 years old, with answers like: “You
begin to die when you are born.” “If God is omnipotent can he build a rock so
heavy that he cannot lift it Himself?” “The difference between humans and
other animals is in your hands.” What? I have nothing in my hands, I told
myself turning them over and over! He never gave me a direct answer, but
showed me the way to find the answer by myself (like the metaphor of not
just feeding someone fish, but teaching them how to fish and how to provide
for themselves). So, what’s the difference? I kept on asking myself. The
answer came to me about a year later one afternoon while I was walking my
horse. I heard the rattling of a rattle snake on the farm where I was born, in
Oaxaca, Mexico, when, by instinct, I grabbed a long stick and killed the rattler.
After many blows I finally realized that it was dead. I threw the stick on the
ground and looked at my sweaty hand. Suddenly I realized that I had been
bitten on my left foot! I immediately removed my shoe, carefully made a
small cut where she bit me, and then I sucked and sucked my blood until I lay
exhausted on my back looking at the sky watching the clouds rotate. That is
the last thing I remember. My luck? The snake had 13 rattles (13 years old =
same as me) and her venom was old and weak.

ARE WE HUMANS ANIMALS?
My father was right, again! “The only difference between humans and non‐
humans is in our hands.” Do you get it? If not, look at them! The primates
like many other mammals have legs, arms, feet, toes, hands, and fingers
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right? But what is the main difference in the hand of an orangutan and that
of a human? Look at the location of your thumb. That’s the difference!
The moment that the humanoid rationalized that he could “grab” and hold a
rock or stick and defend himself (or kill his enemy or next meal) and look at
his act of firmly holding an object, his mind analyzed his act and thus began
the human development of his brain by producing more and more neurons
and… the rest is history! Do we agree then that the human brain and all its
complex functions are no different than any other animal that has a big or a
small brain? Why? Because we agreed before that a brain (any brain, a
mosquito’s or a whale’s and all that fall in‐between) is nothing but neurons
that are interconnected to act as a receptor/transmitter of minute electrical
signals in any animal. Also it’s a well‐known fact that the human brain is the
most vast and complex than that of any other animal known to us. So we can
rationalize that the human brain is the most developed (physically speaking)
than any other animal. Correct?

WHY I CALL IT THE NEW PLANTATION?
The old
plantations had
blacks as slaves
which is
discriminatory.
“Why only
blacks?” asked
the founders of
the New
Plantation. Why
not open the
incoming (only)
door to all races
that eventually
depend on us
and “vote for us
for years to come.” This was said verbatim by President Lyndon B. Johnson in
1965, when his bill was passed by the democratic majority in congress and
senate and was known as “The Equal Rights” amendment and… Who was
L.B.J.? Descendant of real plantation owners in Texas, US Senator, Vice
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President who very conveniently became president when his boss and
current president, Kennedy, was assassinated by a very convenient, not‐
proven guilty assassin. This assassin was Lee Harvey Oswald, who in 1963
was then very conveniently assassinated by a democrat who was dying of
cancer and who died a few months later without testifying to his reasons for
killing the killer(?) of another US president. This allowed an unelected radical
democrat to become the founder of the “New Plantation,” which doesn’t
discriminate against anyone, as long as they remain in the plantation and
depend on welfare while voting for democrats. I must admit that L.B.J was
miniature in stature, but his brain ingenious! By the way, who killed J.F.
Kennedy? Who benefited from his death? Yes! To catch a criminal, you have
to think like a criminal.

WHAT’S THE BRAIN?
What is the difference between the brain and the mind? If a brain surgeon
(such as Dr. Ben Carson) operates on your brain, he only physically operates
on your brain correct? He has no control over your mind (the control of your
mind is reserved for your parents, your teachers, anyone else who has an
influence on your life, and ultimately yourself) which has nothing to do with
the size of your brain, right?

SO WHAT IS “MIND”?
That’s a question that has been haunting me for many years even after
having learned the definition of “mind” by the scientists who specialize on
studying the human mind. They define it as “The power of analyzing both
real and imaginary thoughts to arrive at a conclusion.” Right? But wait, other
animals also react (analyze?) to learned events and make a decision (reflex?)
based on the information learned. Take a mouse that sees a cat or vice‐
versa, they both are going to react instinctively to the encounter no different
than how I reacted with the snake! Was my brain analyzing the situation or
were my action purely the result of instinct? And if it was an instinct are we
safe to say that humans are like other animals and simply react to instinct
without using the analytical process of their mind? Do we act without
rationalizing (studying the information acquired) and respond instinctively to
the events, which may be real, imaginary, or learned, that face us?
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DEFINITION AND FUNCTION OF THE AMYGDALE
(REF.: STUDY.COM)
The amygdale is an almond‐shaped section of nervous tissue located in
the temporal (side) lobe of the brain. There are two amygdale per person
normally, with one amygdale on each side of the brain. They are thought to
be a part of the limbic system within the brain, which is responsible for
emotions, survival instincts, and memory. However, this inclusion has been
debated heavily, as there is evidence that the amygdale can function
independently of the limbic system.
The amygdale is responsible for the perception of emotions such as anger,
fear, and sadness, as well as the controlling of aggression. The amygdale
helps to store memories of events and emotions so that an individual may be
able to recognize similar events in the future. For example, if you have ever
suffered a dog bite, then the amygdale may help in processing that event
and, therefore, increase your fear or alertness around dogs. The size of the
amygdale is positively correlated with increased aggression and physical
behavior.
The amygdale in humans also plays a role in sexual activity and libido, or sex
drive. It can change in size and shape based on the age, hormonal activity,
and gender of the individual. For example, males who have low testosterone,
or who may have been castrated (had their testicles removed), tend to have
smaller amygdale, and, in turn, may also have a lower sex drive.

FEAR AND THE AMYGDALE
It is important to state that the
amygdale is most functional in
immediate fear situations. Whenever
our senses detect a change in our
surroundings that could be dangerous,
the amygdale is responsible for
preparing the body for escape or
defense. This is part of what is known
as the startle circuit of the brain, which controls our attack response to being
startled.
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WELL, IS IT THE STUPID BRAIN OR
IS IT THE BRAIN STUPID?
Many books have been written by learned and intelligent people about the
human brain. They write from the physical, scientific, and analytical point of
view and I don’t even pretend to compare this work of mine to any of them.
This humble presentation of mine is strictly written as a conversation
between you and me, the reader and the writer, and no one else! Simply put:
“A mano a mano.”
At the beginning, we agreed that the physical brain has nothing to do with
the mind. Right? We also agreed that brain surgeons have nothing to do
with the mind. So, are there any mind surgeons? Is it possible to become a
mind surgeon? Not if we define surgery as a physical act, and since the mind
is not a physical entity it would be impossible to manufacture a surgery on
the mind. So, where do we go from here? Are psychologists and psychiatrists
mind operators? If yes, then what is their function and benefit? I have heard
that their function is to aid people in need of getting their mind straight. But
which way is straight? Isn’t the mind a meta‐physical collection of thoughts
that allow you to arrive at a non‐instinctive learned conclusion such as
1+1=2? Why is it not 1+1=3? Or even 5? Does it have anything to do with
conventionally accepted norms known as common sense? So if you have a
problem coming to the conclusion of 1+1=2, should you go to a psychologist
or a psychiatrist? If not, who would you ask for help? Or if you have
problems understanding the Spanish word “mentiroso” would you go to a
Spanish speaking person? And wouldn’t you go to a German for the
translation of the word “ferruchten?” What if you have a question about
recent events that might affect your life or that of your family, such as
changes in taxes? Or more specifically, how your taxes are managed by the
government. Where do you seek help if you have doubts about the recent
news on Obamacare? Would you go to a psychologist or a priest? Would you
watch the news or go to a politician’s rally? If you are a typical American,
more than 90% of the population, you would watch the news and get
information (not necessarily the truth) from the news media or the politician,
right? Think about it while we go back to my confessions as a young
communist trainee.
CONCLUSION: Therefore, the larger the amygdale, the kinder, gentle, loving,
rational you are. The opposite would be that the smaller the amygdale the
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more radical, cruel, anarchist and criminal you are. They say that you should
be able to tell the contents of a book by its cover. Get it?...Hint:
Proportionally the elephant has a very large amygdale and the donkey has
the smallest of all the mammals! Was it a coincidence or intentional how the
political parties selected their mascots?... Have you ever seen a donkey in a
circus?...

CONFESSIONS OF AN EX‐COMMUNIST:
While attending
teacher’s college in
Mexico in the
1950’s, it was
obvious that most of
our “professors”
(indoctrinators)
were communist or
radical liberal (and
that hasn’t
changed). They
were indoctrinating
us students so we
could spread the
doctrines of
communism to our
students for decades
to come. Don’t believe me? Go to any college/ university (except Hillsdale
and a few others). I even joined the Mexican Communist Party; my dad
would have killed me if he knew, and attended indoctrination classes at the
Soviet Union Embassy in Mexico City. We read lots of literature such as “The
Communist Manifesto” and “Capital” and other works by Karl Marx and
Friedrich Engels, Founders of the Communist International Movement in the
late 1800’s. Without going too deep into this I must confess that I ended up
in jail for disruptive and violent demonstrations (which is the only way
anarchists know how to protest). I caused property damages to places
owned by innocent and hard‐working business owners! My actions were
wrong and I regret it and if I had the means I would pay them back with
interest for the damage that we caused! A typical communist meeting at the
Soviet Embassy was that of indoctrination, especially after our leaders
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attacked the United States for stealing half of Mexico during the War of 1846.
Mexico lost the land from Texas to Oregon, and then there was the invasion
by U.S. Marines in Veracruz in 1914 and on and on. The truth is that those
events are true, but they knew how to incite and exalt the patriotism of us
Mexican teachers. They manipulated us to learn to hate the U.S. with a
vehement passion. What made an impression on me at 16 years old was the
secrecy of the Soviet meetings. The leaders were always talking among
themselves with evident secrecy and they would change the conversation
when I, or anyone who was not powerful enough to know the details, would
approach them. To me that meant “they don’t trust me, so why should I trust
them?” The only books in the Soviet Embassy were strictly political. There
was nothing about their history, soviet cities, people, culture, music, etc.
Only political literature that endorsed their propaganda. It reminds me of
today’s Confucius Institute!
In 1955 I was invited to the U.S. embassy for a 4th of July Independence
Celebration. I attended, with the permission of my communist block leader,
for the purpose of spying, but to my surprise when I was presented to other
guests everyone was very open, cordial, friendly, and there were no political
books about capitalism. There were mostly maps, magazines, lots of food
and newspapers. While walking around without an escort, which was strictly
forbidden in the Soviet Embassy, I came upon a table with small booklets on
top. I made sure that no one was watching me and then I took two little
booklets and hastily put them in my coat pocket (thinking that I was stealing
them). I grabbed a drink and a sandwich and rejoined the party where
everyone was talking to everyone else about anything! This made an
impression on me because it was such a palpable incongruity to the secrecy
of the meetings at the Soviet Embassy Communist Party. Since I didn’t know
English, I had to get a dictionary to translate the title of the little booklet
which was “The United States Constitution.” Wow! I was taken aback that
their entire constitution was printed on 18 pages about 3x5” in size. Karl
Marx’s The Communist Manifesto (actually written by Engels) is over 200
pages and the Mexican constitution is 122 (8x10) pages not including
signatures! I went back to check it again and discovered that I was wrong!
The U.S. Constitution was originally 4 pages, 4533 words plus ½ page of
signatures. The “Bill of Rights” (I didn’t know what it meant) was 4 out of the
18 pages! I went to my then girlfriend, who was majoring in English, and had
her translate all 4533 words plus the “Bill of Rights.”
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After months and months of reading and almost comprehending the meaning
of the words, phrases, and articles written by common people of all
backgrounds, I came to the conclusion that I didn’t understand it at all! Being
born in a country where selfishness breeds success (“primero yo, despues yo
y siempre yo”), why would anyone give up his/her liberty, freedom, and
ambitions in exchange for equality? I learned the answer to this question
many years later in this great country.

THE MIND IS A TERRIBLE THING TO WASTE:
As stated earlier,
the brain and the
mind are two
entirely different
things, right?
The brain is a
physical and
material entity
like a super
highway. This
super highway is
what
interconnects
any and all
“points of interest” in your journey through life. The mind plays the part of
being those points of interest that you will arrive at in your life without
incident? If the super highway functions efficiently of course. Bear in mind
that this only holds true so long as you don’t make your final mistake. Do you
agree? Yes, you probably will deviate from your main course and learn to
correct the detours. Yes, you will make many wrong decisions throughout
your journey in life but as long as you don’t lose focus of your goals and
destiny you will arrive at your final destination, being the end of your journey
and life. Hopefully you will be proud of yourself and patting yourself on the
back for a job well done! A typical example was my 94 year old brother and
mentor Bonifacius that just got to his final destination on 7/11/18. What a
great life my brother had! I’m sure his last thoughts were: “Vida, nada te
debo, vida, nada me debes, vida: estamos en paz.”
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Why did I deviate from the main purpose? It was to give you the opportunity
to meditate, analyze, concentrate, and figure out how your own mind works
with the help of your brain, which as we concluded, is only a superhighway
to your final destination. Before you started your journey, you didn’t know
all the information available during your long trip in life, did you? All the
knowledge you acquired, experiences you learned, speeches you’ve heard,
books you’ve read, news you were bombarded with (true or fake) was all
stored in your brain for your mind to analyze, and then later make an
intelligent rational conclusion or decision. These pieces of knowledge may
had led you to get trade experience and start earning money immediately or
investing in your education for professional and monetary rewards or make
the right choice of spouse or commit the rest of your life to the next
presidential election as it might affect the future of your children and
grandchildren! Isn’t it scary? Yes, the future generations depend on your
decisions of today, just like our founders’ decisions have affected our lives
even 242 years later. Don’t you feel the urge to have your mind analyze the
billions of bits of data that you have been fed on throughout your life and
then have to decide who to vote for? What if you make the wrong decision
that will strip the freedom and liberty that you enjoy now, from your
descendants or future generations? Does the weight of the responsibility to
“leave this world better than what you found it at birth” press on your
conscience? Or is it (if you are a resident of The New Plantation) to have your
descendants remain servants of your master for generations to come? Am I
making my point? Again, life is like a one‐way superhighway, there are no “U‐
turns,” no rest stops, and no pit stops. There is only a continuous voyage
from birth to death. So, what are you doing during your one and only shot at
life? If your mind has the capacity to understand my last sentence, you still
have the opportunity to do something for yourself. If not, then please donate
my writings to someone else that might benefit from them and help them
escape the new plantation! Now, I hope that I have helped you help yourself
understand your mind’s analytical decision making process.
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WHAT’S COMMON SENSE?
(THE MOST EXPENSIVE COMMODITY?)
First of all, common sense to me is not that common among other people and
sometimes it makes no sense to others. What common sense is to me,
doesn’t necessarily have to be common sense to you and others. Right? But
there are certain things that the society that we belong to deem as “common
sense.” Some cultures accept certain habits as socially acceptable, for
example, in Muslim cultures burping aloud is a way to compliment good
tasting food. Other cultures consider eating with their hands as acceptable.
Then there are those cultures that encourage raping children, beating to
death women who were accused of infidelity, cutting hands of accused
thieves, throwing accused homosexuals from tall buildings, and beheading
infidels. Right? In the United States of America, the consensus is that one
should provide for their family, give protection, shelter, food, care, and
education. This line of thinking also goes along with providing the
opportunity for your children to learn how to provide for themselves and not
to become dependents of anyone else. In other words: to enjoy liberty and
freedom according to our society’s laws and regulations. Correct? My
father’s definition of freedom was, “You have the right to do as you please, as
long as you don’t interfere in the rights of others.” So, yes you can commit
suicide as long as you don’t cause pain and suffering to others that love you!
Yes, the liberty to come and go and do as you please is included, as long as
you don’t trespass on the property of others (fence, wall, etc.). Get my
point? So why is common sense an expensive commodity? Because, it is the
result of many generations of trial and error evolution of the human mind!
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WHAT DOES THIS HAVE TO DO WITH BRAIN,
MIND, AND COMMON SENSE?
Let’s assume that I’m on welfare
(the plantation) and I’m a healthy
capable human being, but I’m
just lazy or I’m on drugs or
whatever. Let’s also pretend that
I have no one that loves me or
cares about me and I fake poor
health to get admitted to the
new plantation. Do you think I
have the right to live at the
expense of your hard‐earned
money via your taxes? Is it fair
for me to leech off of you
because the congressman,
senator, or president you elected
years ago passed the welfare law
that gives me a free ride for life
at your expense? Please read
this last sentence twice and
compare you answer to mine below.
Your answer: …
Mine: Yes! You voted and therefore authorized your representative to
represent you and vote for you in all matters! We’re a representative
republic not a democracy! And don’t you ever forget it!
Do you remember how you voted in the last 20 years? Usually elections have
an impact for the next 20‐30 years or longer. Once a politician gets in, it is
almost impossible to get them out, and that’s why the silent majority wants a
constitutional convention to limit all elected and appointed official in federal
positions to 12 years maximum, including supreme court justices! Read my
free books, which are available at www.thenewplantation.org for my solution
to Supra Government.
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In conclusion: How you voted in the past will affect you and yours for years to
come. It will not only affect you for the next election but also it will affect
how you will vote in the next presidential election. All these elections will
affect your descendants. Why is this? Let’s take the 2016 election, President
Trump was elected by a great majority of electoral votes, we’re a
representative republic, not a democracy, and more than likely he (or Mike
Pence) will be re‐elected in 2020. If he keeps the lead in congress and senate
he will also have the opportunity to replace three supreme court judges. So
what, you might ask. If all that happens then the supreme court will have a
majority of conservative judges for the next twenty years. Is that okay with
you? Will that affect how you want your descendants to be governed? As
you can see voting is not a brain exercise, but it is a mind decision after
analyzing the issues, including real and fake news. Is it “common sense” then
to learn these issues, analyze them, and let your mind make an intelligent
decision? Isn’t that what your ancestors did generations ago for you? In
other words, don’t be selfish to satisfy your ego. Sacrifice your personal
desires, ambitions, and immediate needs for future generations. You are
reading this because someone sacrificed their desires for you and all of us,
otherwise we would still be in the caves or middle ages. Isn’t that what our
founding fathers did for us 242 years ago? I challenge you to remember this
for every election even if it’s only for mayor of your city. Remember, every
grain of sand is needed to create a beach!

IS IT THE BRAIN? IS IT THE MIND? IS IT THE INSTINCT?
An instinct is a conditioned reflex that is either learned or inherited from
many generations. Then slowly these are adapted to your own life
experiences such as driving an automobile, riding a horse, or using a cell
phone. They can all save your life or cause your death if you use them poorly.
If I had used a stick that was too short to try and kill the rattle snake I
wouldn’t be writing this and you wouldn’t be reading it, if my instinct had
forced me just to jump back, the same result probably would have occurred.
Right? What I’m getting at is that an instinct without the proper intervention
analysis of the facts could produce undesirable results. I’ll never forget the
first time I was eligible to vote. I voted for someone just because he was a
democrat, not because I had studied his past, and he ended up in Cook
County (Chicago) Jail. It was a stupid instinctive decision I made and it was
the last vote I cast without studying the facts. Why is it such a big deal?
Remember that I was born and raised in Mexico where “it doesn’t matter
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who you vote for but who counts the votes that matters.” I’m not a
democrat or republican, I’m an independent, concerned about my children’s
children inheritance of liberty and freedom. It is for them to protect, defend,
and pass along to their descendants, just like our fathers did for us.
So, what did my brain have to do with my stupid instinctive decision?
Nothing! The brain was just the superhighway for my neurons to allow the
electrical signal to travel to its destination for my mind to analyze. Sadly I
made the wrong decision because I had not considered the consequences of
my actions, I voted without knowing all the facts or not identifying the real
news versus the fake news.

CONVERSATION VS. ARGUMENT:
“Wow! Really? Is that how it works?” I was asked by a casual stranger I met
on a cruise in the Great Lakes in 2017 after an unrelated conversation about
our present political
mess. I must admit that
he and his wife are the
first liberals whom I was
able to hold an “open
minded” political
conversation with.
Meaning that we were
able to speak and let the
other expose their point
of view without
interrupting and more
important, keep an
“open mind” to analyze
the other’s point of view
before debating them.
Our dialog went something like this:
“Are you writing a book?”………“Kind of, it’s just notes for my next P.I. novel.”
I replied.
“So, you are a writer?” …….“Not really I’m a wetback kraut.” He laughed
after understanding my acronym for a “Mexican‐German” and that broke the
ice for us.
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“What is it about if I may ask?” …..“It’s going to be about the brain, the mind,
the thinking and analytical process of decision making.”
“You are a brain surgeon then?”……..I laughed, “No, I’m an engineer! But I
have the urge of telling it like I see it before the next elections and I’m trying
to save our country from disaster!”
“Oh! So, you are a liberal writer!” I laughed again. “Because I could answer
your questions.” …….. He continued…….“Well I’m not a writer but a
liberal.”……His wife interrupted and stated, “Him, but not me!”
“In reality, I’m not political” I said, “but I have been a democrat, a republican,
and for many years now just a plain non‐partisan conservative. I am a proud
U.S. citizen by choice and I fell in love with the U.S. Constitution ~60 years
ago. This great country that has given me the opportunity and protection
within the laws to fail or succeed by myself.”…..
“Wow! Really? I have never heard anyone express himself like that!” His
wife said. “I’m an African American and…” ……….I interrupted her and said,
“No, you are plain and simple an American! Aren’t you?”
“Yes,” she said, “We’re Americans! All humans just like you. Why do you feel
so strongly about our political mess as you stated?”
“Because I have experienced the difference and maybe you haven’t.” I
replied, “You see, I came from a country where politicians have “carte
blanche” and it’s the ideal place for them to prosper. They do as they please
and steal and waste and have the law to protect them and their compadres.”
Like Socrates said: “Justice is the advantage of the rich and powerful.”
“Where is that?” …“Mexico.” I replied. …“But wait a minute we have been
in Mexico many times and it seems normal to us.” … “Have you ever voted in
Mexico?” … “No,” she replied. …“That’s the difference!” I said. … “What’s the
difference?” …“I voted in Mexico, I know how corrupt it is, and
unfortunately, now there is very little difference between voting in Mexico
and voting in America, but a few years and elections ago it was pretty
significant,” I answered. …“What do you mean?”
“I’ve been in this country for over 50 years and I have noticed a great apathy
by voters not only to vote, but more important, to be educated about the
candidates, parties, and differing issues. People have no interest in
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protecting their legacy for their own children and future generations. In
other words, ignorance!” It’s like they don’t give a damn about the future of
their children and our country! It’s me, me, and me!
He was about to say something when his wife said, “Let him continue, I like
him.”
“Well, the way I see it, the American voter is becoming more and more like a
Mexican voter. The politicians know it and they are having a great harvest.”…
“What do you mean?”
“They are preying on the ignorance and indifference of the voters as well as
their bias, which is mostly racial.” There is a pervasive laziness: not to invest
the time, to understand the issues and, more important, the consequences of
their voting. To that, add the white’s guilty syndrome for something they had
nothing to do with and some blacks claiming restitution for something they
never experienced. It would be like me protesting the Spaniards enslaving of
Latino America for 300+ years! …“Do you mean discrimination?” he asked.
“Not the way you might think of it, but yes, reverse discrimination.” I
continued. “Let me ask you both, who did you vote for last November?”
“Hillary.” They replied,… “Why?” After a few seconds of silence she said, “I
must admit I was biased toward Hillary being a woman.” …Then he added, “I
dislike Trump.”… How about in 2012?…”They both answered: Obama.”… But
ma’am you said that you are not a democrat.” “Yes but”…It was because he’s
black right?”… She nodded in a regretful gesture. “Me too,” he said.
“Who did you vote for?” she asked. …Trump I replied “Why? Because he’s
white?”
“No! It’s because # 1) he’s a businessman and not a politician and #2) I never
trusted Hillary since the “Whitewater” fraud and Bill and Monica Lewinski’s
affair. To me it really demonstrated their lack of moral principles. That’s
why! If they are willing to cheat on each other, they will cheat on God!”
“You are so right!” she said.” Well, I continued, did Obama live up to your
expectations?
“No way!” they both replied. … Why? “I must admit I was biased”…Racist? I
asked him.
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“Well, now thinking about it, yes. I was hoping that he would do something
about our decaying black family population.” Such as what?... “Become an
example and a role model to our youth, after all, he was the first black
president that rose out of nowhere and became the leader of the Free
World.” He explained. “His wife also!” His wife interjected. That’s the
problem! I said. “What do you mean?”
“The detail you brought up that ‘he came out of nowhere.’ No one knows
where he truly came from. Everyone only speculates and talks, but no one
can or wants to prove his real birth place, nationality, schools, and etcetera!
He is a plain mystery. Why? Whom? “Now that you mention it, yes, he is an
unknown to all of us! Who is he?” his wife almost shrieked.
I don’t know, I stated, but someone at the DNC (Democratic National
Committee) knows and doesn’t want us to know. But why? Treason?
Murder? Fraud? I’m not accusing but just questioning. Why is there the
obsession of impeaching our legally elected president? Is it because he knows
or can find the truth and destroy them and the entire DNC? Is that why, for
the first time in our history, a president’s life has been verbally threatened
by liberals? God! What’s happening?
“I have a question,” she said. “how do you know so much about our political
system, being a foreigner? Sorry! Foreign born U.S. citizen? Are you a
reporter, politician, writer?”…None of the above! I’m just a concerned citizen
trying to help you help yourself and our country by just talking to you and
helping you answer your own questions. But tell me, do you think Obama
failed you and the black community?
“Yes! He did! He was just like all the liberal democrats, always telling us lies,
lies, and lies and then blaming the republicans for it!” she exclaimed. “She’s
right!” her husband added, “Like the Obamacare, the damn planned
parenthood, the Solyndra fraud, the banks, and student bailout! All lies!
Only lies!” he started to scream. .. “Calm down honey.” His wife said. “My
biggest disappointment,” she continued, “is the great damage he has caused
to our youth, especially blacks. This is not because they are black but
because already over 40% of them are not employed but unemployable. And
over 50% of our black population is on welfare. That has to stop!”
Her husband chimed in, “And what about our black families? Over 70% are
not families, just single moms and fatherless kids. Over 75% of abortions are
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murdered black children.” “Even our grandson was aborted,” she said.
“Murdered by our own daughter!” he said with tears in his eyes. Calm down,
I interrupted, “how about continuing tomorrow if you want and I’ll bring
some data?
“Okay!” And we said goodnight.
After they left, I asked myself: How many millions are like them, who don’t
know or want to admit they were wrong about Obama, Hillary, and the entire
DNC? How many are in denial just because of shame or because they are just
ill‐informed of the facts and only watch and read fake news? And how many
just because of ignorance or apathy or because of convenience and personal
gain such as welfare? They all have brains and neurons but lack interest or
reasoning or both. How can we help them help our great country before it’s
too late? Germany was in the same situation during the 1920‐30’s when
Hitler became the so‐called savior! The Fuhrer! The god! Many desperate
Germans and brainwashed kids who were exposed to his speeches and their
teacher’s indoctrination, which is not much different than our youth of today.
Some Muslim terrorists that have lost all hope to have a productive life would
rather collect their promised 72 virgins now by killing us infidels rather than
waiting their turn after a normal death at old age.
Am I exaggerating? What would you do if you are in debt of hundreds of
thousands of dollars, have lost 4‐5 years of your life to get a certificate of B.S.
in B.S., and cannot find anyone to employ you. You might be pretty
desperate because the university officials told you that employers would fight
for you after graduation and offer you $100k/year, but that didn’t happen
and you were assured of that so you would give the university your (or
taxpayer’s) money. Would you go back and live in the basement of your
parent’s house and then later in the street as they lost their home because
they guaranteed your loan? Or just take drugs to help you forget and then
more drugs to avoid paying the loan by dying of an overdose? Or do you
resort to prostitution or to ending it all or join a terrorist group?
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That to me is cowardice!
Remember you even
have the right to kill
yourself, as long as you
don’t interfere with the
right of happiness of
those that love you! So,
get up and be tall!
Talking about student
indoctrination, I cannot
help but compare today’s
student riots at the
infamous U.C. Berkeley
and other copycats
against free speech
(which is protected by
our first {1st}
amendment, but not by
the liberal academia), to the Germany of the 1930’s. This was where my
father’s siblings were divided much like our country now. Three of them
were pro‐Hitler, two were anti‐Hitler, and three undecided. At this time my
father was in Mexico raising his eight children (I’m number seven), so he was
neutral. Uncle Hans was the dean of Berlin’s gymnasium school, a vocational
school, and he was anti‐Hitler. My uncle Paul was a Panzer Tank commander
in North Africa with General Rommel. Uncle Ronni was a nuclear physicist
researcher in Peenemunde nuclear lab. Uncle Franz was a “U” boat
submarine captain and my three aunts were not politically involved (they,
along with their daughter, were raped by the Russian Victorian forces at the
end). Uncle Hans, the dean, and his family were thrown out of their house
and lost their jobs and land because he refused to mix politics with education.
He would live with and pay for his own convictions. We all know how World
War II ended. Germany was destroyed and divided by the Berlin Wall for the
next 45 years (1945‐1989).
Fast forward to about 20 years after WWII ended. Uncle Hans’ kids (anti‐
Hitler) were all very accomplished. My cousin Winfred was the Mayor of
Berlin. His brother, Joachim, the editor of Frankfurter Allgemeine, West
Germany’s most prestigious newspaper, and the author of one of the most
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acclaimed historical books about “Hitler”. My other cousin, Honnie, held the
position of school superintendent. Last but not least, my other cousin Christa
and her husband were both movie producers. Joachim’s last book was “Nicht
Ich” (“Not I”), meaning that while most Germans were pro‐Hitler (ultra
conservative) because of necessity, his father, Uncle Hans, was willing to
stand for his ethics and beliefs even at the cost of his life and family. His
oldest son Wolfgang was killed at 18 years of age in WWII fighting for Hitler’s
beliefs. Now the politically divided German branch of the family never talked
to each other, even to the second (my) generation. I wouldn’t be surprised if
they don’t talk to each other in heaven or hell. All as a result of their political
beliefs. What a waste!
The day after, I met with my new cruise companions. They were anxious to
continue our conversation after a night spent reading my latest P.I. book,
“The New Plantation.” Briefly, here is how it went.
Tom and Annie asked me, “How dare you know so much about us that we
don’t even know ourselves?”
“Very simple. I’m looking in from outside the glass bubble, you’re not. Let
me explain and feel free to stop me any time you want. I was born in a real
animal jungle where I had to learn to survive on my own or die. I had to
outsmart my older siblings or not play with them at their physical and
intellectual level. For example: they used to steal my food by distracting me,
so I started to put jalapeno chile all over it. Then at school I was a target by
the bigger and dumber kids because I was the youngest and the shortest. So,
I did the homework of bigger kids in exchange for protection. They
essentially were my bodyguards. In later years I became the student union
leader (a magnet for the best looking girls) and…”
“What does that have to do with you knowing so much more about us than
ourselves?” Tom interrupted me. “Wait,” Annie said, “he has a point, let him
finish.” Have you heard about ‘The Natural Selection? I asked him. “You
mean Darwin’s?” Tom asked, “But again what does that have to do with my
question.” “Don’t you get it honey?” She asked him. “He’s applying all his
learned experiences to every day happenings including our own dilemma!”
What’s your dilemma? I interrupted. “Are we liberals or conservatives,” she
replied. Are you in doubt of yourself? I asked. “Last night we could hardly
sleep after our conversation and then reading you’re “The New Plantation.”
We began thinking of our children and our lost grandchild. And the many
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millions more killed by the modern liberals Dr. Mengele and Margaret
Sanger.” Annie replied. Wow! I interrupted her, You read my book! “Yes!
We read it twice! Now makes sense. They want to kill us all. Or rather they
want to control us! Being dead, we are of no use to them. Now it all makes
sense,” he continued, “how can we stop them? Can you help us?”
“He’s already doing it honey, by talking to us, writing his books, and inciting
our minds to think and question everything the “fake” news media feeds us!”
Most important of all is helping you use the power of reasoning, also known
as your mind. I interrupted. So, is it your mind or your brain? I asked them.
Your brain is only a physical entity, a conductor of signal if you will. It is also
the best filing cabinet to store data. Your mind is the search engine that finds
that file, analyzes it, and hopefully makes an intelligent decision on the
information learned, I concluded.
“Yes honey, we’re all exposed to almost the same information, but it depends
on our brain, sorry, our mind, as to how we process it and decide what to do
with it.” That’s what we call ‘difference of opinion. I interrupted her, “Is it
‘common sense?’” she asked.
I think common sense is
nothing but a majority
rule learned from
thousands of
generations. Then that
ruling is passed on to us
and it is up to us to pass
it on to our future
generations, I replied.
“But nowadays lots of
things in the political
field make absolutely no
sense,” she said. You
mean political
correctness? I asked her.
“Yes, we’re continuously
bombarded with things
that are contradictory or
disguised. Many of
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these things are against what our own parents taught us as being correct
when growing up.” Do you mean politically correct or incorrect?” he asked
her. “Yes! They are destroying our common sense with their P.C. version.”
She responded, “Like you being an African American instead of just a plain
American?” I asked her. “Exactly, that and millions of other P.C. terms like
you said in The New Plantation, ‘P.C. is destroying our common sense but
what’s their purpose?’” Annie exclaimed.
Like Napoleon said, ‘Divide and conquer! I replied. “Now I understand
Obama’s urge to divide us from police, schools, military, colors, rich, poor, sex
and the middle class, like us!” he practically screamed.
“Don’t forget, I interrupted him, Obama is simply their messenger. So don’t
shoot him!
“Yes!” she said, “And now going back it makes ‘common sense’ what you
wrote about the real motive of the DNC.”
“They are great! What are you saying?” He almost angrily asked her.
“It’s been a fake, a lie, a 250 year old fake love.” She replied, “They are
always pretending that they care for us and they want to protect us and they
want to help us and are always thinking about our best interests but in reality
all they want is to keep us down and control us. They are no different than a
plantation master! I’ve had it!” She screamed furiously with tears on her
face.
“Calm down dear,” Tom said, embracing her. “We have to wake up the
others from this fake dream that has become a nightmare! Our families are
being destroyed, fatherless children are killing each other, they are on drugs,
in jail, and jobless without futures! We have to escape the plantation! But
how?”
“Spread the truth, like he said, ‘help them help themselves’ like doctor Ben
Carson, Colonel Alan West, Condoleezza Rice, and so many other successful
black men and women.”
“Really?” I interrupted her. “What about the rest of Americans? Aren’t we
all Americans? Almost 50% of Americans are dependent on the rest of us.
Some because of real necessity, whether it’s physical or mental. ‘Blacks’ as
you call them yourself are only about 12% of the plantation’s population. So
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are you going to abandon the other 38%?” “I’m sorry!” She said, “I have
been brainwashed and brain dead.”
Not really, I interrupted again, you have been absentminded! Working hard
and honesty like most of us.
“He’s right honey,” he said, “your brain is perfect but our mind has been
manipulated over many generations. Now I understand what President
Lincoln meant by ‘With liberty and justice for all.’ Lincoln and over half a
million Americans of all colors, creed, and means died for our liberty. But it is
up to us to fight for justice and not only ours personally but for all
Americans.” “Where do we start?”
Long ago, I interrupted, my father, who was a self‐made man, gave my
siblings and I his definition of liberty and slavery. Of course, we didn’t really
understand what he meant at the time but it was something like this:
“THE FOUNDATION OF LIBERTY AND FREEDOM IS KNOWLEDGE AND
EDUCATION! THE FOUNDATION OF SLAVERY AND TYRANNY IS IGNORANCE!
KNOWLEDGE = POWER!’”
“That is so true. My wife and I are both postgraduates and enjoy an upper
middle class life but we don’t really get involved in our community. We have
friends from our childhood that hardly know how to read or write, nor can
they comprehend the issues.” “Wait a minute honey!” She jumped in. “Now
I get it. You and I are more to blame for our country’s problems than they
are!” “Why?” He asked her.
“In spite of our “advanced education,” culture, knowledge and income, we’re
accomplices of the radical left because we know it and have the intellectual
means of correcting it and we do nothing! That’s why!” She exclaimed.
“Damn fake news!” He slammed his fist on the table causing the other cruise
guests to lift their heads and look at us. “Sorry!” He apologized. “Ok, let’s
stop the B.S. and get busy as soon as we get home,” she said. “Why wait
another week?” I asked her. Don’t leave for tomorrow what you can do
today! “Is that another wise line from your father?” He asked me.
No, that was used daily by my mother, I replied.
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“Dr. Fest, how do we get started? We’re in our 60’s and have only a few
years to go. Do you have any advice on how we would help get ourselves and
others out of the plantation?” “Yes please!” She chimed in.
#1) Do the exact same thing that the liberals and Hussein Obama do.” “If you
want to defeat your enemy, get to know him!” “What? You got to be kidding!
We don’t know how to lie!” They responded.
“Sorry, I meant organize your communities and ask others to help. Ask Dr.
Ben Carson, who is now the head of H.U.D. I heard that he is setting up
neighborhood committees around housing projects and is looking for and
needs all the help he can get. And when you meet him give him my best
regards.”
“Wow, you know Dr. Carson?” she said. Not really, we just met at a
restaurant in Tucson. 2) Read, listen, and watch all sources of news. Watch
the fake news channels such as CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, NBC, etc. but also
Fox News, Newsmax, Fox Financial, Sports, and others. I also encourage you
to read the Wall Street News as well as the Arizona Red Star.
“The what?” he asked me. “We call it the Arizona Red Star but its name is the
Arizona Daily Star.”
“Now I get it.” I listen to mostly independent and unbiased radio stations,
because the liberals don’t have the audience to pay for commercials. “You’re
right. I have no idea of any liberal radio stations where we live. I guess Rush
Limbaugh is the king of talk radio,” she said, “isn’t he?” That’s up to you to
analyze and decide. I replied. “Then what?” she asked.
#2) Talk openly to friends on both sides. Incite their mind to decide the issues
as they are and not the way you want them to be. In other words, be
yourself and your own judge.” “Sorry,” she interrupted, “isn’t that
contradictory? Arguing within yourself about right or wrong?” Isn’t that
what you do when you decide whether to cross the street in heavy traffic? I
asked. “Oh, okay! You mean observe, understand, and analyze the issues
before deciding what to do. Right?” You got it! I replied.
#3) Spread your own gospel. Find others that need your help to help
themselves, the undecided. But don’t waste your time on the utopians that
think humans are perfect and cannot tell right from wrong. Do not waste
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your time on the perpetual residents of the new plantation.” “Why?” He
asked.
“Because they’re not going to shoot themselves in the foot!” she said. “No
one, except the one that has hope of surviving on his own will vote against
the democrats!” She continued, “Then what?” he asked.
#4) Teach them how to fish!” I said, “Let them be proud of themselves that
they escaped the comfort of the birdcage in exchange for their freedom,
liberty, and self‐reliance. Most importantly, have them spread their own
gospel. Jesus was one man, Adams, Franklin, Jefferson, Washington,
Hamilton, Lincoln, etc. all were one man on their own. They also had fake
news in the 1700’s and all throughout human history.” I said. “Brain washing
has been perfected for millions of years. My father used to say , “As long as
two humans are on the earth, one will always try to control the other.”
………“How can we contact you? Do you have an organization yourself?” I’m
one man spreading my gospel, I replied. You can contact me at
josejimenez@thenewplantation.org and tell me how you are helping
Americans help themselves.” We embraced and shook hands and went our
own way. Hopefully we’ll meet again!
Pre‐Conclusion: Okay, I have tried to expose the difference between the brain
and the mind, hopefully with some success. Now to reaffirm my theory:
1. All living animals or beings including cells, bacteria, virus, donkeys,
elephants and blue whales have brains.
2. The brain is nothing but an organ whose function is to administer, route,
and respond to stimuli in the form of electrical signals. These signals are
received from all sources including reflexes from cold, heat, pain, etc., but
also to electrical signals generated by internal organs such as the stomach
(hunger), eyes (light/color), and the hippocampus/hypothalamus/amygdala
etc., such as emotions (like, dislike, love, hate, envy, attraction, repulsion,
etc.) as well as the most complex of them all: reasoning.
3. Let’s call the process of reasoning, and all its complex known and unknown
causes and affects the “mind” for simplicity’s sake.
4. Let’s also assume that no animal other than humans have a mind or the
power of reasoning.
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5. Because the mind is an ever‐evolving entity it is subject to evolution
because it stores and uses every piece of data earned and learned.
Therefore, it is easily manipulated by the internal, as well as the external
experiences: be them physical or mental, real or imaginary. Aren’t dreams
imaginary but within themselves real? Many of my dreams are repeats of
previous dreams and while I’m dreaming I often have lucid dreams. In these
lucid dreams I tell myself, “I’ve dreamt this before” or “I’m dreaming, the lion
won’t eat me” or “too bad I’m dreaming, I wish this was real.”
If I have made my point that your mind can be taught by yourself, then I have
succeeded in my goal of convincing you that the mind of any human can be
taught, while being conscious or subconscious, right? Another personal
example is when I was at IIT and I was a non‐native English‐speaking student
and I was trying to compete with other English‐speaking students. We were
all going for our masters/PhD and I was at a disadvantage because of my
language barrier, but instead of complaining of discrimination, I overcame it
by using my mind to solve my own problem. I recorded all my classes and
played them back while I was asleep. That was in 1962‐65. The result of all
this? I graduated 2nd out of 13 candidates. I was holding three part‐time
jobs, supporting an ill and pregnant wife, and sleeping about 2‐3 hours a day.
What do you think psychiatrists and psychologists use to treat the mentally
disturbed? Brain waves? No, just the power of repetitive persuasion. The
same technique that politicians have and will continue to use for thousands
of years! Yes, old fashioned brainwashing, the same that the news media,
colleges, and universities use to indoctrinate our children with our own
money! And if you have understood all I have written so far, the same
technique that I’m using to convince you that it’s the mind. Not the stupid
brain. The rest is up to you!
In conclusion I want to ask you why the Democratic Party is so popular with
the average voter population in spite of their well‐known history of acting
completely the opposite of what they preach? “If you ignore history you’ll be
doomed to repeat it.” So, let’s once again analyze the facts.
1. The present DNC was founded by plantation owners.
2. A plantation was an agricultural enterprise owned and managed by rich
whites and worked by African slaves. These slaves were captured by their
own African enemy tribes and then sold to Muslim slave traders, who then
sold the survivors all over the world (except Mexico and central America
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because they had their own slave population, Indians – the defeated
indigenous population – Aztecs, Mayas, Zapotecas, Incas, etc.). They did sell
millions in Brazil because the native Indian population had disappeared due
to imported deceases (small pox, diphtheria, etc.).
3. The surviving African American slaves had been brainwashed for
generations by their white masters to think of themselves as sub‐humans,
useless, and good for nothing without the guidance and protection of their
masters (plantation owners).
4. The founders of the present Republican Party called themselves federalists
while the preset Democratic Party called themselves democratic republicans.
Then they switched names and it wasn’t until President Andrew Jackson, the
largest slave owner in the USA, that they renamed themselves the
Democratic National Party. Abraham Lincoln renamed the Federalists as the
Republican National Party. As we all know Abraham Lincoln was the one who
fought for equal rights for the African Americans during the Civil War. The
Civil War of 1861‐64 between the North and South took the lives of over
600,000 Americans (3% of their population). Have you heard of
“segregation?” The Equal Rights amendment? Martin Luther King? School
buses, welfare, equal education rights, equal housing laws, equal, equal, and
equal but yet so different? For over 240 years the DNC has been
brainwashing us all that they love us and want to protect us and want the
best for all of us. They even so graciously gave us their crowned jewel,
Obama. The first African president with his American black wife Michelle!
But historically based on statistics, the American blacks had their worst
prosperity during Obama’s control. These numbers are worse than any
previous period and there’s a huge decline in population (planned
parenthood?), decline in black family (72% fatherless black children), the
highest jail inmate population (52% vs 12% of population), and highest crime
rate (Chicago, New Orleans, Detroit). If you want you can read all about it in
my previous politically incorrect (P.I.) novels The New Plantation and The
Kingdom without a King at www.thenewplantation.org
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BACK TO BASICS?
Like Tom and Annie said, “We
blacks, as a race, have to go back to
basics.”
I responded, “That’s the problem.
You keep on differentiating yourself
from the rest of humanity Annie.
You’re human and that’s the end of
it! Color, religion, height, and
weight don’t matter. Only what is
in between your ears matters. You
are confirming what I have said
before and what was confirmed by
the Obama elections: blacks in
general suffer from self‐inflicted
wounds, self‐discrimination, and an
inferiority complex which is all
caused by generational
brainwashing by the DNC masters.”
With tears in her eyes, she hugged me and said, “Oh Lord, thank you! It’s my
stupid brain.”
“No!” I replied. “It’s the mind controlled by your amygdala. Stop playing the
victim of others while the hurt is of your own doing.” Those last words
between us is what inspired me to write my short definition of the brain and
mind. Is it the stupid brain or the mind? What do you think?

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PRESENT ADMINISTRATION:
1. Unemployment rates are at an all‐time low of 3.8%, companies cannot
find qualified workers!
2. Lower taxes for all. I was able to give all of my employees a $3000/year
raise (including sick pay, vacation, insurance, operating expenses, and more).
That’s what one dollar an hour represents!
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3. China agreed to play ball with Mr. Trump (our majority elected president)
and lower their import duty on our exports which means more jobs for us.
4. North Korea agreed to stop bluffing us. Did you watch the 1959 movie
“The Mouse That Roared”?
5. Canada and Mexico regretfully agreed to be “fair” with us and lower their
subsidies to their exports. Mexico also increased its minimum wage to
$1.50/hour.
6. Mr. President got us out of the pacific free trade trap (NAFTA) and also out
of the so called “Paris Accord” (United [against USA] Nations).
7. The market is up 50% since Mr. Trump’s election. I have made more
money through that than in my small company. Over 50% since Mr. Trump
became president!
8. Trump was successful in choosing our new Supreme Court Justice Neil
Gorsuch, and Brett Kavanaugh is next! A potential 20+ year’s majority?
9. Justice Kennedy announced his coming retirement and we’re awaiting
Justice Ginsberg to make the same announcement. That will give the
conservative wing a 5 ½ to 3 ½ majority. We’re still waiting for Chief Justice
Roberts to admit he was wrong by calling Obamacare a tax. It’s a tax on
something you don’t get anything in return for, except higher taxes, higher
insurance and medical costs. He is the ½ vote above.
10. The Father RINO (Senator McCain) refused to resign. He wanted the
whole show one more time in the swamp! Before he turns it over to the fake
(Flake).
11. Criminal mind Muslims, ISIS, is kaput for now. You can read about
fanaticism at www.newplantation.org. Thank you Mr. President!
12. Iran is bankrupt after Obama’s illegal $150 billion gift. This gift was payed
for by your taxes and is now under investigation. Make it ~$450 Billion!
13. Trump failed (so far) in what you and I and millions of others have
succeeded in doing: building doors, gates, and walls around our homes! Isn’t
your house protected against illegal intruders? Please teach me what the
difference is between our house and our country!
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Recap: Well 97% success ratio isn’t bad, is it? Late News: Mexico City,
Mexico, my home country, elected its first officially declared socio‐
communist president. Watch out Cuba, N. Korea and Venezuela, you have
competition! No wonder they are coming!

BACK TO CRUISING THE OHIO RIVER
(MY HYPOTHESIS IS CONFIRMED)

Tonight, July 3, 2018, I had a typical encounter with another passenger during
my cruise on the Ohio River. I was happily enjoying my cigarette after dinner
on the open deck. I was all alone when suddenly a woman approached me
and started telling me how bad smoking was. She said that her father died of
lung cancer due to smoking. I played dumb and let her talk for almost a ½
hour almost uninterrupted. When we got to politics I said I was apolitical and
she began her spiel. This is how her speech (not conversation) went.
“Political correctness is good so we don’t hurt other people’s feelings.” You
mean humanity has been wrong by calling a person deaf for thousands of
years? “Yes, that is offensive! It is more appropriate to say ‘hearing
impaired’ or physically limited instead of handicapped.” You mean I have to
learn the new English at my age? Then I asked her, Was your father the only
one that died of lung cancer? “No, my brother and two uncles also did.” Did
they smoke? “No, that’s what is strange,” she replied. You said you are in the
medical profession, right? I asked her “Yes, but only as a health advisor, not a
doctor.” Have you heard about genetics? I asked. “Of course, but that has
nothing to do with it.” Huh? She then switched to the president we elected
and how he makes millions of children suffer by separating them from their
mothers. I thought Obama made that call 6 years ago by executive order? I
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asked her. “Oh no, Trump did it.” “Where do you get your news?” she
asked. “Radio, TV, and newspapers,” I replied. “You should watch MSNBC,
ABC, CNN, CBS, NBC, and The Post”. She said, Aren’t those that Trump
accuses of fake news? “He’s the fake, spreading lies all over Twitter and on
Fox News: back to the smoking; “you should consider quitting. It’s not good
for you and the environment.” Should I chew tobacco instead? I asked her.
“Yes.” How about marijuana now that it’s legal? “I guess it’s ok since it’s
legal,” she replied. Did you watch the fireworks last night? I asked her. “Yes,
they were great.” They lasted for half an hour continuously, I replied. I read
that they use 17 tons of explosives that is equivalent to about 100 million (1/3
of U.S. population) people smoking at one time. Do you think that’s harmful?
“No, because it’s not tobacco. Besides, it brings joy to all viewers instead of
only the smoker.” I decided not to waste my time anymore and politely
walked away. Good luck Mrs. Adams! I wondered what the size of her
amygdale is compared to Tom and Annie’s.

THE NEW DNC, THE BEGINNING OF ITS END?
Over 50 years after his death, Saul Alinsky’s teachings are alive and well
through the radical leaders of today’s DNC. I encourage you to read his
“Rules for Radicals” and my first and second P.I. novels, “A Kingdom Without
a King” and “The New Plantation,” respectively. Some of Alinsky’s disciples
were: Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn, Louis Farrakhan, Jeremiah Wright, Alan
Sharptongue, and Hillary Clinton. Later, they all spread his gospel to modern
radicals such as Hussein Barack Obama, Michelle Obama, Valerie Jarret, and
more. Today’s DNC has drastically become the party of denial, hatred, and
radical anarchism. They have successfully implemented Alinsky’s “Rules for
Radicals.”
A short recap of DNC history will prove that the title, “It’s the Brain, Stupid” is
appropriate. Don’t forget, I’m a foreign‐born proud U.S. citizen and English is
my 4th language. My experience in the U.S. is a cultivation of 60 years. I
came here at the age of 22 after experiencing all the political corruption in
Mexico. If my statements are not correct, write to me at
josejimenez@thenewplantation.org.
Some short historical facts of the DNC: it was founded by slave owners in
1779. They delayed the freedom of slaves they “owned” because the
southern states, Virginia, Carolina, Georgia, and others, would face too many
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hardships. They demanded that slaves be counted as eligible voters for the
purpose of gaining more representatives in the U.S. congress. They didn’t
want them to actually be free to vote or live their lives as free men. Any slave
trying to flee to the north was to be killed on sight. They also demanded that
all “fugitives” that succeeded were to be returned to their “owners.” After
Abraham Lincoln demanded obedience to the Constitution Laws, the DNC
sided with the rebel states and instigated the Civil War responsible for over
600,000 soldiers being killed. After the DNC lost the war, they assassinated
Mr. Lincoln on April 15, 1865. His killer, John Wilkes Booth, a Klansman, was
the first to murder a president! Years later the infamous KuKluxKlan was
founded by prominent DNC members. They founded this for the purpose of
segregating the Blacks (and Mexicans from the US‐Mexico War of 1846).
They wanted to keep them ignorant and poor. It wasn’t until ~1960 when Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. did his famous peaceful marches and speeches (which
ultimately led to the end of his life by a DNC member). His assassination
happened after the governor of Alabama, George Wallace (a DNC leader
running for president in 1972), made a speech inciting the moderator to go
after King Jr.

THE COMPASSIONATE PARTY?
After the Civil War, most free blacks
became members of the Republican
Party and the DNC faced extinction.
So they changed their discriminatory
policies and became the
“compassionate party” to attract
more blacks and Hispanics into their
ranks. They use the well‐known
political techniques explained by Karl
Marx in “The Capital” and more
important, in “Rules for Radicals”
from Saul Alinsky. Alinsky’s basic
rules are implemented by today’s
DNC such as: repeat, repeat, and
repeat the lie, eventually it’ll become
the truth. Herman Goering, head of
propaganda of the Nazi Party also
employed this technique. If you get
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caught in a lie you just deny, deny, deny, and blame the opposition. Be
compassionate to the minorities but feed them our version of the truth.
Keep them hungry so they have no time to think about politics or their future
(a favorite of Mexican politicians). Keep them ignorant so they only listen to
our version of the truth. They employ Napoleon’s strategy of divide and
conquer for things like race, political correctness, religion, sex, family, and
political affiliations. If their opponents do something right, they take credit
for it (economy, employment, the Death of ISIS, lower taxes, stock market,
illegal children and family unification, etc.).

A MIRACLE?
A miracle is taking place as we speak: more and more blacks and Hispanics
are becoming more educated (I’m one of them) and are less susceptible to
“brainwashing” by either party. Will they form or join the 3rd political party,
the Tea Party or equivalent?

ILLEGALS: THE FUTURE DEMOCRATS?
Since the 2016 election of Donald Trump, the DNC has lost lots of members.
Blacks and Latinos are leaving the DNC, so where is the DNC going to get their
support from (fake votes)? California wants to divide the state into 5+ new
states to get more representatives in Congress, like the slave owners of the
1800’s, to get more numbers. Will Californians revolt against ultra‐liberalism,
anarchy, and ultra‐high taxation? I live in Arizona and we are being invaded
by fleeing Californians. Is this an exodus from control?

IF ALL ELSE FAILS, THEN WHAT?
Are we witnessing the beginning of the end for the DNC? We have seen an
epidemic of hate propaganda by the leaders of the DNC (or progressive or
liberal or socialist or whatnot). They make hate propaganda not only against
the “deplorable” and the Trump administration, but also our centuries old
history, statues, culture and our glorious flag, which were established with
the common sense principles of freedom and responsibility for the nation.
They support the “it’s my way or no way” new dogma. If you don’t agree
with me, then you should take a look at the facts. Have you tried to hold an
open political discussion with a liberal? Do they ever let you finish your
sentence? Does it end in an amicable disagreement? Will they ever permit
the First Amendment to be exercised by anyone not liberal? Will the New
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Plantation endure after the 2020 re‐election of Trump (if they don’t repeat
Abraham Lincoln, John Kennedy & Dr. Martin Luther King’s end)? Are they
digging their own grave? Can we help them?

YES WE CAN!
All we conservatives have to do is: educate the electorate (no fake news)
educate our children and everyone’s child because “knowledge is power”
because “the fountain of freedom is education,” just like “the fountain of
tyranny is ignorance.” Which do you want for your descendants?

IT’S THE BRAIN, STUPID? OR IS IT THE STUPID BRAIN?
NEITHER, IT’S THE AMYGDALE!
As I tried to explain in the beginning of my dissertation, the brain is just a
physical entity, the reasoning is the monopoly of the mind and the function of
the mind is strictly the administration of the “learned” data acquired and
stored in the brain – agree? In
other words, assuming that we
have a normal brain, the only
difference between you and
the rest of humanity is the
amount of data (knowledge).
The type of data (an M.D.
could be an eminence in
medicine, but ignorant about
electricity or vice versa,
correct?). Take for instance
Dr. Ben Carson, a genius brain
surgeon, but not a politician
(he doesn’t know how to lie),
or Mr. Hussein Barack Obama,
an excellent teleprompt reader
and community organizer, but
a mediocre historian
(remember his speech about the 57 states of the union, is that what he
learned in Indonesia?) and politician (he doesn’t remember the lies he told).
A good liar must have a great memory! For example, “If you like your
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whatever, you can keep it.” Now take our president Donald Trump, an astute
and successful businessman and leader. All 3 have a similar (physical) brain,
but very different minds, and more important, a different amygdala! Say
what? What does the amygdala have to do with politics? Not so much with
politics, but with reasoning and emotions (compassion, cruelty, love, and
hate). The size and function of the amygdala has been proven to make a big
difference in the process of reasoning and emotions. The larger your
amygdala, the more caring and compassionate you are, just like the smaller
your amygdala, the crueler you are. Check me out! Google it! Consequently,
I concluded that terrorists may have only traces of an amygdala, while people
like Mother Theresa have a giant amygdala. Agree?
The person that obliterated the image of Mr. Trump on the rear window of
my car last week (while parked at Walmart) did so because he/she hates
anything/anyone that is not liberal, and they must have a miniature
amygdala. Agree? Coward! Why didn’t he/she confront me?!
I wonder if conservatives and liberals would donate their brain so scientists
could measure the size of their amygdala, especially the “deplorable.” I guess
we’ll find out if I’m right or wrong by November 10th in 2020, a day before
my 83rd birthday! Will the silent majority of undesirables scream? Good luck
to us all! We will need it.
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WELL, WHAT IS IT? THE BRAIN OR THE MIND?
The brain is an organ no different than the lungs, the heart, or the stomach.
Agree?
The mind is an administrator, storage cabinet, and executor of the
information stored in the brain. Very much like a Supreme Court Justice.
Agree? The mind is not an organ, but the ability of each individual (you) to
analyze the data and make an intelligent (?) informed decision as guided by
the amygdale, a small organ whose size varies from individual to individual
(animals have them too). How, via electro‐chemical signals which travel at
the speed of light!
So just like Supreme Court Judges make decisions that affect us all, so does
the mind, and instead of interpreting the great U.S. Constitution, the mind
responds to a little gland under the brain called the amygdala. It is a
scientifically proven fact (check it out) that for some unknown reason the
physical size of the amygdala is directly related to a person’s emotional
behavior, reaction, and their emotions, especially kindness, love, hate,
sacrifice and many more. The interesting thing is that the more “deplorable,”
benevolent, loving, and caring you are, the larger the amygdala and the
crueler and more criminal and destructive you are, the smaller the amygdala!
Interesting, isn’t it? So I guess Jesus Christ and his apostles must have had
huge amygdales and Josef Stalin, Hitler, and Mohammed (ISIS, Taliban,
criminals, pirates, etc.) must have almost none. Right?
Why did I list Mohammed along with Hitler and Stalin? Didn’t he interpret
the order from his god to “convert all infidels to Muslimism or tax them or kill
them all”? Ok I might be exaggerating a little to make my point equating the
amygdala to our present political dilemma and disintegration of our unity as a
nation, but have you noticed who incites violence, destruction, lies,
innuendos, and has even murdered four of our presidents (McKinley,
Garfield, Lincoln, and Kennedy) and tried to kill Reagan and what their
political affiliation was? Have you noticed the political discussions on TV?
When a conservative person speaks, the liberal speaks or screams over the
conservative to prevent him/her from stating his/her point? Isn’t this a sign
of mental violence? Isn’t the use of offensive language (“F” word and others)
a form of mental violence? Wasn’t Whoopi Goldberg rude, violent and didn’t
she attack Justice Jeanine Pirro after inviting Pirro onto her TV show on
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7/19/2018. Goldberg screamed at her and continuously interrupted Pirro
when she was making a point so you wouldn’t understand her. Goldberg
realized that Justice Pirro was making sense, so Whoopi Goldberg screamed
at Pirro to “get the ‘F’ out of my show, my building” not once or twice, but
five times. Wonder what’s the size of rioters and Whoopi’s amygdala? Just
think about it!

MY FINAL CONCLUSION (YOU MAKE YOUR OWN):
As I told my now friends Tom and Annie: I don’t understand you blacks! You
know that the liberals are the same as the democrats, same as the
confederates, same as the KuKluxKlan, and the same as the slave owners that
you hate so much (amygdala?), but which 95% of you vote for? Is it
masochism (pleasure received from pain)? Or is it xenophobia (fear of the
unknown)? As I stated in my previous P.I. novel (www.thenewplantation.org)
we humans have been master and slaves of each other for millions of years
and this will continue until the last human being is alive. Get over it!
Escape the new plantation and become your own master (or remain the slave
of your own fear of freedom) and self‐reliant so you can help your amygdale
grow! Remember: “God only helps those that help themselves”!
Last thought just now! What if? … What if the liberal leader’s reason behind
their hate for Trump is only to protect themselves against Trump having
proof that they committed treason, murder or crimes against our great
country? Think about it!
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SUBLIMINAL OR ACCIDENTAL MASCOTS?
Donkey vs. Elephant? Subliminal coincidence or by design? The donkey
(mascot of the DNC) has the smallest brain to body ratio. The elephant (the
mascot of the republicans) has the largest brain to body ratio! In Mexico (
when I was a teacher) we called slow learning kids, “burro” (donkey). In the
farm where I was born and grew up it took us twice as much time to train a
burro than a horse! Interesting isn’t it? We call them “Pendejos.” You decide.

WHO IS B. HUSSEIN OBAMA?
By Dr. Jack Wheeler
The O‐man, Barack
Hussein Obama, is
an eloquently
tailored empty suit.
No resume, no
accomplishments,
no experience, no
original ideas, no
understanding of
how the economy
works, no
understanding of
how the world
works, no balls,
nothing but
abstract, empty
rhetoric devoid of
real substance.
He has no real
Notice His Patriotic Hands??? identity. He is half‐white, which he
rejects. The rest of him is mostly
Arab, which he hides but is disclosed by his non‐African Arabic surname and
his Arabic first and middle names as a way to triply proclaim his Arabic
parentage to people in Kenya . Only a small part of him is African Black from
his Luo grandmother, which he pretends he is exclusively.
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What he isn't, not a genetic drop of, is 'African‐American,' the descendant of
enslaved Africans brought to America chained in slave ships. He hasn't a
single ancestor who was a slave. Instead, his Arab ancestors were slave
owners. Slave‐trading was the main Arab business in East Africa for centuries
until the British ended it.
Let that sink in: Obama is not the descendant of slaves, he is the descendant
of slave owners. Thus, he makes the perfect Liberal Messiah.
It's something Hillary doesn't understand ‐ how some complete neophyte
came out of the blue and stole the Dem nomination from her. Obamamania is
beyond politics and reason. It is a true religious cult, whose adherents reject
Christianity yet still believe in Original Sin, transferring it from the evil of
being human to the evil of being white.
Thus, Obama has become the white liberals' Christ, offering absolution from
the Sin of Being White. There is no reason or logic behind it, no faults or flaws
of his can diminish it, no arguments Hillary could make of any kind can be
effective against it. The absurdity of Hypocrisy Clothed in Human Flesh being
their Savior is all the more cause for liberals to worship him: Credo quia
absurdum, I believe it because it is absurd.
Thank heavens that the voting majority of Americans remain Christian and
are in no desperate need of a phony savior. He is ridiculous and should not
be taken seriously by any thinking American.
And yet he got elected, not once but twice. Thanks to those who did not think
it was important to vote for freedom and those who were willing to give up
their freedoms for entitlements.
Remember you don't have to be on a southern plantation to be a slave, if you
are dependent on government entitlements you just have a different slave
owner.
PASS THIS ON TO EVERY THINKING AMERICAN YOU KNOW
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HOW TO CLEAN THE SWAMP
There are 2 ways that I know (other than the anarchist/radical way):
1. The Hard Way, (as done by humans under Soviet communist
dictatorships) is to produce only enough to survive and often at the
lowest quality until the system (government) implodes. This way is
what the satellites of the Soviet Union did, along with Germany,
Poland, Hungary and others who produce the worst quality products
(that no one would freely buy), but are forced to do so by their
masters (politburo). This takes years. It took them over 50 years to
break the Soviet Union with President Ronald Reagan’s assistance,
made famous by his November 9th,1989 quote, “Mr. Gorbachev, tear
down that wall!” What’s a Politburo? The Elite Club.
2. The easy way:
2.1 By calling a States
Convention, repealing the
16th amendment (income
tax) and instituting the
FAIR TAX, which is a flat
sales tax on all you
purchase. We all benefit,
we all pay according to
our purchases. The more
you have, the more you
buy, the more you pay.
get it? This will limit the
wasteful expenditures of
the politicians, aka: “pork
barrel” (compadrasgo).
We don’t buy=they don’t
have the money to waste.
The poor will be the first
to complain and vote for
reform.
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2.2. Setting Term Limits for ALL bureaucrats elected or appointed to
12 years! Yes including Supreme Court Justices. This would
eliminate/reduce obsolescence, fraud, and give an opportunity for
others to serve the Nation. For continuity, the last year of the
incumbent to be used to train the newcomer.
2.3 Use the government to GOVERN, administer the wealth and
protect its citizens. NO direct labor of any kind. This means:
subcontract everything and put out for bid all services, except
defense, security and law enforcement.
2.4 Prohibit ex‐bureaucrats from becoming lobbyists (compadres) for
at least 10 years after end of service.
2.5 Every new law passed by Congress to be read 100% and signed
by every member of congress and be limited to 300 words. Upon
approval, the law can then be rewritten by the proper agency in no
more than 500 words and be read, approved and signed by every
member of congress. Any old law/regulation that the new one
overlaps or renders obsolete, should be invalidated by the same
congress that instituted the new one.
2.6 Institute a new Department of Waste and Fraud Control (DWFC)
to be staffed by volunteers assigned by every State of the Union. No
salary shall be paid but traveling/living expenses shall be reimbursed
to them. They shall have subpoena powers and be able to indict the
accused. There are plenty of great patriots that will be happy to
volunteer. The founders did! I know this is a lot to hope for but this
is my own opinion. What’s yours?...
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MY CONCLUSION (What’s yours?):
Never since the Civil War, which took the lives of over 700,000 great
Americans and the life of our first assassinated President Mr. Abraham
Lincoln, has the
anarchist Democratic
National Party (DNC)
been so divisive,
offensive, belligerent
, destructive and
plain Anti‐American.
Is it because the
conservative law
abiding citizens (who
died for the freedom
of the slaves 150
years ago) unmasked
their Ku Klux Klan,
passed legislation to
give equality to all
colors and races in
the 1960s (remember
the riots?) and
opened the gates of
the New Plantation?
The conservatives
helped them become
self‐sufficient, reliant,
FREE and independent from their new master, the
welfare state. The welfare state is controlled by no
other than the Deep State, aka: Obama’s Fifth Column.?
Sanctuary City

Like Tom and Annie said to me “What the *^%# did Barack Hussein Obama do
for us & the US? Our children are fatherless, being murdered by doctors
before being born, by gangs in the streets, we’re unemployed and have no
pride in ourselves, no jobs, no culture, and no hope.”
“Not all is lost… yet, but will be if we do NOTHING!” ‐Otto Fest. September
2018
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AN EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME! (MY GIFT TO YOU!)
NIGHT OF 7‐13‐18
(NOTHING TO DO WITH THE ABOVE,
BUT ALL WITH THE MIND!)
Suspended animation? Near death experience? Self‐hypnosis? As usual,
nightly, after a very relaxing and meditative swim‐exercise in my Jacuzzi,
while in bed I concentrate my thoughts on anything that brings me pleasure
such as my children and I try to avoid thinking of any problems or unpleasant
events (this usually takes 1‐2 minutes before work). I then fall into a very
restful and uninterrupted sleep for 7‐8 hours.
Ever since I was a child I always wondered about the “other” world within
myself. Yes, “the other me” (which we all have) which I have very little
control over, but in actuality, it controls me (and you). I’m talking about that
about 1 kilogram (around 2 pounds) of gray matter encased in our craniums.
Yes, the neurons within our brains. The neurons control five out of the six
(that we know) main senses such as sight, sound, touch and scent, but what
about the sixth sense? Yes… thinking, (emotions, reactions, learning and
creating). What about its counterpart: destruction, which along with all its
adjectives, is what we call the criminal mind!
I will revisit my analysis of a criminal mind later in this writing. In the
meantime, let me regress to the beginning of this exposé to the topic of self‐
hypnosis?
Ever since childhood, being influenced by my father’s teachings and
conversations, I have wondered about the inner working of my mind, always
trying to figure out the why, how, where, when, and the reasons we humans
are unlike other animals (that we know). We do what we do as a product of
reasoning or reactions to events that affect us. But what about dreams? Why
do we dream of events never‐ever experienced in our daily life, or why do we
have repetitive dreams on the same subject with the same ending, to the
point of even telling ourselves while dreaming things like, “Oh, I’ve dreamed
this before,” or “It’s ok I won’t die from these bullets because I’m dreaming,”
or “No, that’s not the way my dream is supposed to end.” In other words, my
mind is conscious during my sleep so that I know I’m just having a dream.
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In my youth I took special courses in psychology and psychiatry and
participated in the physiological description of dissected brains taken from
famous criminals and from benevolent humans, as well as from average
humanoids. There was little or no physical signs of any difference between
them. I abandoned this study except for the one field that I identified with,
hypnosis.
Hypnosis? I learned from my father how to hypnotize animals. The easiest
were the chickens, all you do is put their head under their wing (the left wing
is the most effective) and lay them down over the left wing and they would
remain immobile (sleep) for hours! Pigs? Just hang them upside down, cover
their eyes for a few minutes and lay them down, unless you touch them
briskly, they’ll remain in suspended animation for hours. Dogs are the same,
but you wake them up by calling their name loudly.
I realized at my young age that I could hypnotize humans willing to be
hypnotized with ease and even unwilling participants that trusted me by
reciting a few calming words while they were in transition.

MY NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCE?
For many years I wondered how animals hibernate for months during the
winter (and some during the hot summer months in the desert) by
instinctively slowing down their metabolism to the point of suspended
animation. Why shouldn’t I be able to do it as well? So, one night while
falling asleep I had no feeling of the contact of my body with the bed sheets
and I “saw” images in my mind of persons, animals, or “sights” related to my
transition from conscious to subconscious aka: falling asleep. I realized that I
was entering into a state of “limbo.” I felt my heart pulsing, my breath
inhaling and exhaling and I tried to move my fingers, hands, arms, feet, toes,
anything but I couldn’t! I remained in that “suspended animation” for who
knows how long, minutes or hours, but it was an extremely relaxing trance
almost like having no body (since I could not feel any part of it) and only
mind! So I decided (conscious of my state of suspended animation) to
analyze my life from the very beginning (as far as I could remember?) and was
surprised that I found myself sucking milk from our cow “Vaquita Canela”
(cinnamon cow), on the farm where I was born, at the age of about 3 months!
What? Yes, I had diphtheria and would have died if it hadn’t been for an
Indian woman that told my parents to get me to suck milk from the breast of
a cow that had given birth within the last 5‐10 days, but making sure that I
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drank it directly from the nipple to avoid oxidation and loss of its property
(anti‐body?). I saw the face of “Vaquita Canela” with her white mark (almost
like a cross) on the head, white spots on her brown body, as well as her 5 day
old calf (Canelito) who was lying next to me, while Canelito was laying down
so I could drink her milk and save my life. For the next ~7 years until she died
we were inseparable, I would only drink milk from her and I buried her with
tears in my eyes. To this day every time I drink milk I think of my two moms.
The one that gave me life and the one that saved my life!
While in “suspended animation” I felt moisture in my eyes. Was I crying?
Conscious of what I was going through in my trance, I challenge myself to
“see” if I could go back even further back to when I was born? Is it possible?
If I was able to vividly remember and see myself and my mother, my father,
Vaquita Canela and her calf “Canelito” at 3 months old, why not at birth?
Was I dying? Is that a “near‐death” or before death experience? Is that what
we all experience before our brain ceases to function? I felt my heart pulsing
very slowly, but still pumping so I was still “alive” (I assumed), but I could not
feel or move (even if I tried) any part of my body. Suddenly, with my eyes
closed a flash of light “blinded” me and I felt pain all over my body, heard
noises and felt I was being pulled by my shoulders, so I screamed and
screamed from the excruciating pain and suddenly I screamed after taking my
first breath of air! I was being born! The first sounds I heard were
unrecognizable, it was cold, I was afraid, traumatized and I remember being
hung by my feet and given a soft (but hard and painful) patting on my back. I
opened my eyes and saw an unknown giant holding me by my feet, so I
screamed the loudest I could, afraid for my life. The giant made loud sounds
and was swinging me all over and cutting off my life line (umbilical cord?),
causing me to scream even louder; he covered my body with something that
made me feel like I was wrapped up like a taco. Was he/she going to eat me?
Then suddenly he brought me to his chest, patted me gently and passed me
to another giant monster that licked my face with her tongue and held me
against her body continuously licking my face while the other giant was
hurting me in my belly (cutting and tying my umbilical cord very tight). I
remember the first face I saw in this world was a gentle giant with a big line
above his mouth (mustache) where strange noises came from, he was a
giant! The other monster was small and made gentler noises and couldn’t
stop licking my face, which felt like she was going to bite me (kisses?). Then I
heard more noises different than the first two, it sounded gentler and more
musical and calmer to my ears. Later I found out this gentle noise came from
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my beloved 10 year old sister (Germania) who was assisting my father and
mother welcoming me to my new life (over 80 years ago)! Just to make sure I
wasn’t lying to myself, the next morning I asked my sister (now over 90 years
old) if she was there and she almost fainted. “How did you know that?” she
asked me. “I dreamt about it” I said.
Suddenly, it all stopped! Was I dead? Several hours later I was awakened by
my wife Marcia that was concerned about my extended sleeping and she
said, “I thought you were dead.” I answered, “If what I dreamed is death, it
ain’t that bad after all.” Was it a near death experience? The presiding is the
true recollection of my birth and rebirth and near death or suspended
animation or imagination, which I experienced the night of July 13th 2017.
Coincidence or destiny? While I was being “Reborn,” my 94 year old “Boni”
(my Brother) was dying! Any relationship?
An experience of a lifetime! (My gift to you all) Otto Fest (AKA: Jose Jimenez)

MY BELOVED CREATORS!
P.S. Someone asked me if I hate anyone, without hesitating I immediately
replied, “My cheating, thief Nephew R.P. & George Soros. Why? I don’t
know why their names came out without hesitation. Is it the mind?
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SOME GOOD READING THAT HELPED
ME MAKE MY OWN DECISIONS:
13 Hours In Bengahazi‐Mitchell
Zuckoff
Weapons Of Mass Instruction‐John T.
Catto
The Savage Nation‐Michael Savage
America The Beautiful‐Dr. Ben Carson
The Fair Tax Book‐Neal Boortz
Christianity & World Religions‐Hans
Kung et al
Armagedon‐Dick Morris
The 5000 Year Leap (Principles of
Freedom)‐W.C. Skousen
Why Nations Fail‐Daron Acemoglu
and James Robinson
Rules for Radicals‐Saul Alinsky
The Administrative State‐Philip
Hamburger
From Bacteria to Bach & Back‐D.C.
Dennet
Dreams of my Father‐Hussein B.
Obama (?)
Behave‐Robert M.Sapolsy
Radicals Chasing Utopia‐Jamie Bartlet
Coming Apart‐Charles Murray
Grit‐Angela Duckworth
Democratic Capitalism & its
Discontents‐Brian C. Anderson
Young Radicals‐Jeremy McCarter
Republic‐Plato
Authors:
Sigmund Freud
Immanuel Kant
Jules Payot
Benjamin Franklin
Alexander Hamilton
Thomas Jefferson
Aristotle

Kepler
Herodotus
Sophocles
Newton
Pascal
Darwin
Montesquieu
Make America Great Again‐D.Trump
1/20/2017 Inaugural Address (hold
him to it).
The Odyssey‐Homer
The Liberty Amendments‐Mark Lavin
Animal Farm‐George Orwell
Atlas Shrugged‐Ayn Rand
Brave New World‐Aldous Huxley
Escape from Camp 14‐Blaine Harden
Euthydemus‐Plato
Freedom Forge‐Mary M. Shelley
It’s the Middle Class, Stupid!‐J.
Carville & S. Greenburg
Tao Te King‐Lao Tzu
The Men that United the States‐
Simon Winchester
The Republican Brain‐Mooney
The Trial and Death of Socrates‐Plato
Toward Democracy‐James T.
Kloppenberg
Mien Kampf‐Adolf Hitler
Nich Ich‐Joachim Fest
www.thenewplantation.org‐ Otto Fest
Jose Jimenez)
The Kingdom Without a King‐Otto
Fest
The United States Constitution‐Our
Founders
*My favorite Congressman: Devin
Nunez. Why? Honesty, perseverance.
*My most despised Senator: John
McCain. Why? RINO (AKA: Liar).
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The Declaration of Independence
The Want, Will, and Hopes of the People
IN CONGRESS, JULY 4, 1776
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America
When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the powers of
the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God
entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self‐evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed
by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the
pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men,
deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, — That whenever any Form of
Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to
abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and
organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and
Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn that
mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under
absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to
provide new Guards for their future security. — Such has been the patient sufferance of these
Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of
Government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated injuries
and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of an absolute Tyranny over
these States. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless
suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he
has utterly neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless
those people would relinquish the right of Representation in the Legislature, a right
inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from
the depository of their Public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them into compliance
with his measures.
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He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his
invasions on the rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions, to cause others to be elected, whereby
the Legislative Powers, incapable of Annihilation, have returned to the People at large for their
exercise; the State remaining in the mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from
without, and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these States; for that purpose obstructing
the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations
hither, and raising the conditions of new Appropriations of Lands.
He has obstructed the Administration of Justice by refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing
Judiciary Powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone for the tenure of their offices, and the
amount and payment of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of Officers to harass our
people and eat out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our
legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent of and superior to the Civil Power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction…

Final Note:
There are only two more pages of the entire Declaration of Independence,
and one of those pages is almost all the signatories. I would encourage you
to look up the balance of this document and continue your reading and your
MINDS’ education.
Jose Jimenez, October 2018
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